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Abstract: Earth observation time series are well suited to monitor global surface dynamics. However,
data products that are aimed at assessing large-area dynamics with a high temporal resolution
often face various error sources (e.g., retrieval errors, sampling errors) in their acquisition chain.
Addressing uncertainties in a spatiotemporal consistent manner is challenging, as extensive high-
quality validation data is typically scarce. Here we propose a new method that utilizes time series
inherent information to assess the temporal interpolation uncertainty of time series datasets. For this,
we utilized data from the DLR-DFD Global WaterPack (GWP), which provides daily information
on global inland surface water. As the time series is primarily based on optical MODIS (Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) images, the requirement of data gap interpolation due to
clouds constitutes the main uncertainty source of the product. With a focus on different temporal
and spatial characteristics of surface water dynamics, seven auxiliary layers were derived. Each
layer provides probability and reliability estimates regarding water observations at pixel-level. This
enables the quantification of uncertainty corresponding to the full spatiotemporal range of the product.
Furthermore, the ability of temporal layers to approximate unknown pixel states was evaluated for
stratified artificial gaps, which were introduced into the original time series of four climatologic
diverse test regions. Results show that uncertainty is quantified accurately (>90%), consequently
enhancing the product’s quality with respect to its use for modeling and the geoscientific community.

Keywords: Earth observation; interpolation; MODIS; optical remote sensing; probability; reliability;
validation; variability

1. Introduction

Environmental changes affect life on Earth at an increasing pace. For an integrated
understanding of underlying processes, global-scale investigations are necessary [1–3].
Large-area Earth observation time series offer unique opportunities for the quantification
of corresponding dynamics on the Earth’s surface. However, remote sensing acquisition
techniques are prone to errors from various sources [4,5]. To minimize error propagation in
further applications and provide a reliable basis for decision making, it is crucial that data
uncertainties are well documented.

The application range of Earth observation products depends on spatial (geomet-
ric), radiometric, spectral and temporal characteristics, which are determined by sensor
properties, as well as spatial coverage and revisit times of space-borne platforms [6,7].
Consequent sampling errors [8] can limit the validity of remote sensing measurements.
Generally, the generation of consistent time series datasets is challenged by temporal
diversities as the Sun–sensor geometry, atmospheric conditions or limited acquisition
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frequency [9–13]. Thus, data gaps introduce uncertainty regarding the true state of inves-
tigated variables at unmonitored points in time (epistemic uncertainty). Especially for
optical data, atmospheric distortions (e.g., clouds, dust particles) influence the radiation
transfer and might result in invalid observations for affected pixels and regions [6]. As
a consequence, the temporal integrity of a time series is reduced. In order to gain more
consistent time series, value compositing or interpolation methods are frequently applied.
Temporal composites (e.g., MODIS Nadir Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function
(BRDF)-Adjusted Reflectance (NBAR) dataset (MCD43A4) and Terra Vegetation Indices
(MOD13Q1v006)) utilize certain values (e.g., maximum value) from multiple images of
preset periods to create representative, cloud-free datasets with the least atmospheric
attenuation and viewing geometry effects [14]. Although resulting images are less influ-
enced by missing data and unexpected day-to-day variations, information loss and lower
temporal consistency has to be considered [15,16]. If data gaps occur with high frequency
or excessive length (e.g., in tropical areas), even composite products can contain extensive
gaps [17]. On the other hand, temporal interpolation of data gaps enables the generation of
spatiotemporal consistent remote sensing time series. Common reconstruction methods,
including harmonic analysis, double logistic, asymmetric Gaussian/Whittaker smoother
or Savitzky-Golay filter, are frequently applied [18]. The hereby introduced temporal
uncertainty relies mainly on the occurrence frequency and length of the data gaps, as well
as on the reconstruction method [18,19]. Improved reconstruction abilities were demon-
strated by taking into account the spatial relationship to neighboring pixels in addition
to temporal information [20,21]. The resulting increased datapoint frequency enhances
the information content and usability of a product. Furthermore, spatiotemporal inconsis-
tencies with other model- or remote sensing datasets (e.g., water budget estimation [22])
are reduced. Nonetheless, when utilizing gap-corrected data in downstream applications,
error propagation may cause false inferences if the corresponding interpolation uncertainty
is neglected [17].

To unlock the full potential of remote sensing datasets, information on uncertainties
and error magnitudes is essential [23]. For instance, comprehensive information on data
uncertainties is a prerequisite for sophisticated modeling and data assimilation applica-
tions [22,24–26]. Furthermore, consideration of product uncertainties increases the validity
of research results. Most large-area remote sensing time series utilize related products for
inter-comparisons during indirect validations, followed by the comparison to reference
data with higher reliability (e.g., in situ data, higher resolution remote sensing data) during
direct validations [4]. However, by moving toward global scales and high temporal resolu-
tion (in the order of days), product-related uncertainty estimation and validation efforts are
increased dramatically, as the acquisition of adequate reference data for a larger variety of
spatial and temporal recordings is complex and difficult to maintain [23,27,28]. Moreover,
the majority of temporally dense large-area datasets are based on optical data [4], resulting
in a lack of corresponding uncertainty information regarding data gaps. Yet, to enhance
the usability of time series datasets, this information is usually required consistently along
with the product’s spatiotemporal extent. For this purpose, pursuing an internal validation
approach to estimate theoretical uncertainties based on product inherent features can be
more eligible. Emerging from the inverse procedure in remote sensing, theoretical uncer-
tainties relate to uncertainties in the input data, along with model simplifications. Thus,
many products feature auxiliary layers, addressing uncertainty in the form of quality infor-
mation layers (e.g., quality assessment (QA) flags) [29–31]. These layers can help to restrict
ambiguous observations and provide information on retrieval quality by flagging data
acquisitions. The added quality indicators complement the original observation without
modifying or removing it [32]. Consequently, the shortcomings of retrieval algorithms and
inaccurate prior knowledge can be anticipated [33].

In this article, we present the development of auxiliary layers for the quantification of
temporal uncertainty of large-area remote sensing time series. Hereby, data from a global,
diurnal inland surface water time series, the Global Water Pack (GWP [9]), is utilized. To
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investigate errors that emerge from data gap interpolation, seven temporal probability
layers are derived from information inherent to the time series. Each layer focuses on
specific spatiotemporal characteristics of surface water, which include long-term, yearly,
monthly, seasonal and short-term behavior, as well as spatial neighborhood information.
These spatiotemporal scales cover a broad range of inland surface water dynamics on a
global level and allow for a comprehensive evaluation. The performance of single layers,
as well as their combination, are evaluated in detail for artificial datasets of four selected
test regions of interest (ROIs). By processing the complete spatiotemporal data range of the
GWP, product-related temporal uncertainties are revealed globally at pixel-level.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Basis

Klein et al. [2] introduced the Global Water Pack (GWP) as a temporally consistent
large-area time series dataset for inland surface water (e.g., Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Global WaterPack (GWP) application to monitor the surface water decline of Lake Urmia
from 2003–2016. Grey areas refer to the Global Lakes and Wetlands Database (GLWD) [34].
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For GWP time series generation, primarily, the 250 m RED (620–670 nm) and NIR
(841–876 nm) channels of MODIS sensors Aqua (MYD09GQ) and Terra (MOD09GQ) are
utilized in a dynamic threshold-based classification [9]. Additionally, several auxiliary lay-
ers (multispectral information, day–night difference, urban areas, relief shadows, thermal
information) are used to refine classification output and mask clouds (MODIS MYD10A1
and MOD10A1). Data gaps in the original product (mostly due to cloud cover) are interpo-
lated using a moving window approach [9]. For this study, we utilize the complete global
coverage of the GWP product for all currently available years (2003–2020). Furthermore,
artificially gapped time series of ten years duration (2010–2019) are generated for a selec-
tion of four ROIs (MODIS tiles h10v08, h17v07, h18v03 and h24v05), to evaluate temporal
probability layers in detail (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Selected test ROIs for layer evaluation and climate classes [35].

To feature various cloud and surface water occurrence patterns, the choice of ROIs
involves diverse climatic regions of the planet. Furthermore, two ROIs (h10v08 and h17v07)
are influenced by the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), where convective clouds
frequently inhibit optical sensors from observing the surface. Such regions typically feature
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large data gaps over time, emphasizing the importance of corresponding uncertainty esti-
mations.

2.2. Generation of Temporal Probability Layers

In our study, temporally dense information from the GWP is used for inferences on
temporal water probability and the reliability of such estimates. The principle for water
probability (pwater) estimation is based on the ratio of actually detected water (DW) states
to valid observations (VO) (Equation (1)), which is determined using the GWP remote
sensing framework:

pwater =
DW
VO

(1)

For every pixelwise probability estimate, the respective reliability (r) is stated, referring
to the ratio of actual VO and the number of theoretically possible observations (PO)
(Equation (2)) of a considered timeframe:

r =
VO
PO

(2)

As the GWP relies on two observations per day (MODIS Aqua and Terra satellites),
their information is combined into two storage-efficient binary sparse matrices (Figure 3).
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Binary assessment: 1 =̂ true and 0 =̂ false.

For each pixel, the corresponding VO band contains “true” only if both sensors detect
either water or non-water on the respective day. Accordingly, the DW band states “true” in
case both observations are valid and classify water.

2.2.1. Long-Term Probability

For the estimation of long-term probability based on a time series of the extent tmin
to tmax, every day t of the complete time series {t ∈ N|tmin ≤ t ≤ tmax} is considered.
Accordingly, long-term water probability (pl) is calculated using

pl =
∑tmax

tmin
DWt

∑tmax
tmin

VOt
(3)

The output layer features two additional bands, stating the reliability (rl) of a proba-
bility estimate using

rl =
∑tmax

tmin
VOt

∑tmax
tmin

POt
(4)
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and the variability (Va) according to the total number of pixel state changes (SCs) between
the observed water and non-water states in the time series:

Va =
tmax

∑
tmin

SCt (5)

2.2.2. Temporal Vicinity Probability

To consider more short-term changes, the yearly and monthly temporal vicinity of
each pixel is evaluated. Whereas the monthly timeframe covers a rather small number
of temporal neighbors {t ∈ Z|−15 ≤ t ≤ 15}, yearly estimates focus on the behavior of a
complete annual cycle {t ∈ Z|−182 ≤ t ≤ 182}. A two-band layer is generated for each
defined temporal vicinity (31 days and 365 days) using Equation (3) to estimate water
probability (month pvm, year pvy) and Equation (4) for the corresponding reliability (month
rvm, year rvy). An example for the theoretical consideration of an 8-day past/future vicinity
is given in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Pixel representation of temporal neighbors in the past and future vicinity. Here, an 8-day
past/future vicinity is considered and water probability for the evaluated pixel would be 2/3 with a
reliability of 3/9. Binary assessment: 1 =̂ true and 0 =̂ false.

In case the temporal investigation extent is not covered by the available time series
data, additional days are added to the past or future vicinity. Thus, the same amount of
information is considered for all estimates. If no valid observation can be found in the
aspired timeframe, the layer states “no data” and reliability equals zero. This results in a
daily output of vicinity layer information.

2.2.3. Seasonal Probability

Waterbodies typically exhibit seasonally dependent extent changes. This behavior
is captured by the seasonal probability layer (ps) by investigating the state of a pixel at a
specified time in every available year of the time series. Therefore, the monthly temporal
vicinity probability (pvm) of a certain day of the year (DOY) of every complete year within
the input time series is considered (Figure 5).

Consequently, the typical seasonal state of a pixel is revealed. Pixelwise processing
of seasonal probability and reliability (rs) is achieved by considering the total number of
investigated years (N) and the number of valid years (Nvalid) for which a valid estimate
pvmy at the evaluated DOY is available:

ps =
∑N

y=1 pvmy(DOY)

Nvalid
(6)
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rs =
Nvalid

N
(7)

Only with a sufficient amount of observed temporally connected years, it is possible
to describe seasonal characteristics accurately. As a result, seasonal layer estimates are
provided once for every DOY.
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2.2.4. Spatial Neighborhood Probability

Water naturally accumulates to larger coherent waterbodies on the surface. Due to this
spatial relationship, a pixel that has a relatively high number of water-covered neighbors is
more likely to contain water itself. This relationship can be quantified by considering the
8-pixel neighborhood of an evaluation pixel in the center (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Example of the pixel neighborhood used for probability estimation. Here, three observations
are invalid and, therefore, they are substituted using temporal vicinity estimates (pvm, pvy). Binary
assessment: 1 =̂ true and 0 =̂ false.

To estimate neighborhood probability (pn) and reliability (rn), the respective probabili-
ties (pi) and reliabilities (ri) of all n valid pixels in the neighborhood, as well as the center
pixel, are averaged:

pn =
∑9

i=1 pi

n
(8)

rn =
∑9

i=1 ri

n
(9)
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Hereby, valid water or non-water observations contribute with 100% or 0% probability,
respectively. In case of invalid observations, primarily, the monthly temporal vicinity
layer (pvm, rvm) is employed. Alternatively, annual temporal vicinity estimates (pvy, rvy)
substitute monthly estimates in case they render “no data.” If no valid estimate is found in
both temporal vicinity layers, the pixel is disregarded for calculation.

pi =


100%
0%

pvm, pvy

if water observation
if non-water observation

else, if available
(10)

ri =

{
100%

rvm, rvy
if valid observation

else, if available
(11)

2.2.5. Temporally Closest-Observation-Based Probability

Pixel states of the temporally closest valid observations constitute the most short-term
information available. We estimated probability and reliability (pc, rc) by considering the
closest valid time series observations (e.g., t−1 and t3 in Figure 4) in an ROI-specific search
window. This window is defined by the pixel variabilities given by the long-term layer Va
band. By considering the mean variability of pixels that at least changed once (Va > 0), the
average number of days until a state change occurs (d) is determined. The search window
extent (ts) in which the days of closest past and future observations are identified, is defined
according to {ts ∈ Z|−d ≤ ts ≤ d}. The information of the two temporally closest detected
pixel states (DWcpast, DWcfuture) is combined with respect to their temporal distance to the
evaluation day (tc), in order to yield a water probability estimate:

pc =
DWcpast ∗ wpast + DWc f uture ∗ w f uture

wpast + w f uture
(12)

with
w =

1
|tc| (13)

Thus, pc only deviates from 0% or 100% if the past and future closest observations
display opposite states. The reliability of these estimates (rc) is given by the number of
invalid observations (IO) until the closest valid observations, relative to the total number
of possible invalid observations within the search window:

rc = 1− IO
(d ∗ 2)− 2

(14)

Consequently, direct valid temporal neighbors result in 100% reliability, whereas the
closest valid observations on the edge of the search window produces 0% reliability. In
case no past and future observations are found within the search window, the pixel is
disregarded due to a lack of temporal coherence.

2.2.6. Combination of Temporal Probability Layers

Each of the presented temporal probability layers concentrates on specific spatiotem-
poral characteristics. To combine their information, a single temporal probability estimate
(pt) is generated. Therefore, the weighted arithmetic mean function is used to aggregate the
previously established probabilities by considering their respective reliabilities as weights:

pt =
pl ∗ rl + pvy ∗ rvy + pvm ∗ rvm + ps ∗ rs + pn ∗ rn + pc ∗ rc

rl + rvy + rvm + rs + rn + rc
(15)

As a result, the reliability of a pixel probability estimate determines its contribution to
the combined daily outcome.
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3. Results
3.1. Evaluation of Temporal Probability Layers

We introduced a total of 788,832 artificial gaps (invalid observations) to the original
time series of four test ROIs (Figure 2) by following a stratification strategy based on
variability percentiles. Temporal layer generation on these manipulated time series enabled
a subsequent assessment. To account for different behavioral-types of pixels, the gapping
process is structured with reference to long-term pixel variability (Va). Based on the
number of pixel state changes throughout the time series, percentiles are determined to
create specific evaluation ranges for each test ROI. As most areas within a test ROI are
constituted by permanent non-water surface, the majority of pixels are allocated to the
zero-variability percentile. However, only unique percentiles were chosen as limits for
evaluation ranges, with each representing one percent of the MODIS tile data (except the
zero-variability range). Accordingly, unique sets of evaluation ranges are determined per
test ROI. Pixels contained in the determined evaluation ranges for ROI h18v03 are shown
in Figure 7.
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(1:650,000), (C) higher-resolution Landsat 8 true color image (1:650,000), and (D) zoomed-in Lake
Müritz (1:86,000).

As temporal layer generation is sensitive to invalid observations and the pixel state
change frequency, an evaluation in variability ranges provides detailed insight into layer
performance. Stratifying artificial gaps according to data percentiles also ensures that the
gapping process does not excessively interfere with the true nature of the original time
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series. We randomly introduced two gaps per day and evaluation range. For an ROI, this
results in a total of 7304 gaps per evaluation range. The absolute differences of temporal
probability estimates and detected (gapped) states were calculated to yield the mean bias
for each evaluation range. The results of test ROI h18v03 are shown in Figure 8.
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Despite differing evaluation variability ranges of the specific ROIs, results showed
similar patterns in all four test sites. With increasing variability, layers that focused on more
immediate temporal windows for probability estimation (month-vicinity-, neighborhood-
and closest-observation-based probability) had lower bias than long-term-, year-vicinity-
and seasonal-probability layers, as well as the combined layer. For relatively static pixels
(low variability), better performance was observed for layers considering larger temporal
windows. The most challenging test site regarding layer performance was test ROI h18v03
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(Figures 7 and 8), as it features considerable cloud coverage and various water variabil-
ity patterns. Temporal layer performances regarding the highest pixel variability range
(variability ≥ 99th percentile) for all test ROIs are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Mean bias of temporal layers regarding the highest variability evaluation range for each test ROI.

Layer Tile h10v08 Tile h17v07 Tile h18v03 Tile h24v05

Long-term probability (pl) 13.98% 8.28% 18.66% 13.67%
Year vicinity probability (pvy) 9.32% 7.50% 17.97% 12.00%

Month vicinity probability (pvm) 6.75% 2.93% 13.04% 5.69%
Seasonal probability (ps) 13.63% 5.14% 15.27% 10.20%

Neighborhood probability (pn) 6.83% 2.89% 15.72% 5.31%
Closest observation probability (pc) 6.88% 2.63% 12.62% 4.73%
Combined temporal probability (pt) 9.31% 4.42% 14.66% 7.82%

Results in all four test ROIs indicate, that temporal layer combination (pt) can deter-
mine the true state with >90% accuracy on average in the challenging circumstances of
high pixel variability.

3.2. Global Uncertainty Maps

Utilizing the full spatiotemporal range of the GWP product, we generated global
maps based on 6574 days of data (2003–2020). Accordingly, comprehensive uncertainty-
related information regarding the product is given by the spatial distribution of long-term
probability (pl), reliability (rl) and variability (Va) (Figure 9).
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The global water probability map (Figure 9A,B) indicates how often a pixel was
classified as water, considering only valid observations. Therefore, a high water probability
of 95–100% represents relatively permanent water pixels, which account for 0.53% of the
data. The majority of data (97.03%) consists of zero probability pixels, depicting permanent
non-water areas. Other probability ranges suggest that surface water has been present for
a limited amount of time, or exhibits reoccurrence patterns (e.g., due to seasonal lake ice;
Figure 9B). The map of global reliability (Figure 9C,D) shows how many valid observations
are available per pixel to detect water and non-water states. Accordingly, water probability
estimates for areas with high reliability are based on a larger data background. This is
mostly the case for regions with low cloud coverage (e.g., arid desert regions; see also
Figure 2). On the other hand, estimates with low reliability are mainly found in the tropics
(convective clouds), but also in regions that commonly feature orographic clouds (e.g.,
northern Andes). The degree to which pixels are subject to water/non-water state changes
is shown by the water variability map (Figure 9E,F). Such pixels are typically located along
coastlines of surface water bodies and rivers, or flood-prone areas (e.g., Monsoon flooding
in the Ganges–Brahmaputra estuary; Figure 9F).

4. Discussion

Evaluation results based on the artificial gapping of the surface water time series
of four test ROIs showed similar layer performance patterns for all study sites. As we
stratified artificial gaps according to water variability, probability layer performance mainly
depended on the water permanence type. Accordingly, pixels with lower variability (more
constant pixels) generally showed smaller mean bias to probability layer estimates than pix-
els with higher variability. Layers concentrating on closer temporal neighbors by utilizing
smaller temporal windows (short-term-oriented) showed better performance for change-
intensive pixels (Table 1). For relatively constant pixels, long-term-oriented (≥1 year)
probability layers performed only slightly better than short-term-oriented layers. This
suggests that short-term-focused layers are generally more suitable for the prediction of
unknown surface water states based on time series information. Considering all presented
temporal characteristics of surface water, as well as reliability related to data availability,
the combined temporal probability layer offers a good compromise for broad application.
With an overall mean bias of 3.45% in our evaluation experiments, this layer is able to
accurately quantify temporal uncertainty of surface water time series.

The global and long-term applicability of our approach was demonstrated by the
generation of global uncertainty maps featuring long-term probability, reliability and
variability. With this information, it is possible to assess the likelihood of surface water
occurrence, data availability and water/non-water change characteristics for a given surface
water time series dataset.

4.1. Potential and Limitations of Single Probability Layers

Generally, the long-term layer (pl, rl, Va) is the most comprehensive probability layer,
as all available temporal information is condensed in one raster composite (Figure 9).
This helps to characterize typical surface water behavior and provides guidance on which
probability layer is suitable for the prediction of invalid observations. For instance, in
regions with low reliability, an emphasis on layers that feature larger temporal windows
(e.g., a long-term or yearly temporal vicinity layer) can prove beneficial. On the other hand,
given high reliability and variability, a focus on short-term information (e.g., temporally
closest observations) should be preferred. Moreover, reliability and variability play an
important role in the anticipation of the magnitude of temporal uncertainties regarding
an ROI. Accordingly, long-term reliability reveals actual data availability in a region,
offering an overview on data gap characteristics. In case of high long-term variability,
larger uncertainties have to be expected for invalid observations (additional aleatoric
uncertainty). Accordingly, layer evaluation showed that long-term probability is more
suitable for estimating pixels featuring low variability (Figure 8).
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Two temporal vicinity layers facilitate the assessment of specific temporal windows
on a daily basis. In our study, we focused on monthly (pvm, rvm) and yearly (pvy, rvy)
intervals. The probability regarding intermittent monthly observations showed good
overall performance for capturing surface water behavior. The larger yearly window,
which is intended to capture surface water dynamics influenced by all occurring seasonal
effects, performs well mainly in low variability ranges. Nonetheless, for regions with
extensive data gaps exceeding one month, the yearly layer provides a stable substitute for
more short-term estimates.

To capture the seasonal characteristics of surface water in particular, the seasonal layer
(ps, rs) provides probability for reoccurring water coverage (of a pixel) in a monthly time
window. As most surface waterbodies exhibit seasonal extent changes, this layer shows
adequate performance. Emphasis on this layer may be given if prior knowledge of distinct
seasonal behavior of surface water is at hand or the focus of the investigation.

The neighborhood layer (pn, rn) combines current or (if not available) temporal vicinity
information of a center pixel and its eight-pixel neighborhood. As a result, daily estimates
regarding the probability that a pixel is part of a larger coherent waterbody are provided.
This also promotes inferences on partial water coverage, as non-water pixels adjacent to
water pixels have a higher chance of containing water fragments themselves. Conversely,
the same principle is applicable for water pixels neighboring non-water pixels. Performance
evaluation revealed that neighborhood probability estimates perform best (in comparison)
for pixels featuring medium variability (Figure 8). Furthermore, relatively high (>95%)
or low (<5%) neighborhood probability, in combination with high reliability, indicates
complete water or non-water coverage of a pixel, respectively.

Utilizing the temporally closest information available, the closest observation-based
layer (pc, rc) outperforms other layers for pixels with high variability (Table 1). This
becomes beneficial when water coverage is prone to frequent short-term changes (high
variability). Since this layer is only based on two observations, misclassifications can have a
strong impact on its accuracy. This also applies if the temporal distance to closest temporal
observations is large (indicated by the corresponding reliability).

4.2. Uncertainty Quantification

Outcomes of the presented methodologies are probabilistic estimates at pixel-level.
Water probability in a temporal context provides information on the likelihood that a pixel
is covered by water in case it cannot be observed directly. Consequently, the validity of
total surface water extent, which is also based on interpolated pixels, can be assessed.
For the conversion to areal uncertainty values, probabilities can be utilized to define the
relative amount of the total pixel area that can be regarded as uncertain. By aggregating this
information for a selection of pixels (ROI), the corresponding uncertainty can be quantified.
The resulting temporal error ranges determine the uncertainty span in which the true
water extent can be assumed, considering lack of knowledge due to invalid observations.
Furthermore, the reliability band allows for the evaluation of probability estimates, as well
as the actual data availability for specific study sites.

4.3. Alternative Applications and Extension to Other Time Series Datasets

Generated layer estimates are provided for every pixel of an image, independent of
valid or invalid observations. Thus, valid observation pixels showing distinct diversity
of classification outcome and specific probability estimate can be identified. This enables
the systematic investigation of potential misclassifications or unexpected classifications.
Furthermore, layer estimates are suitable for a probabilistic interpolation of data gaps.
Other studies utilized temporal information inherent to a geospatial time series dataset
primarily outside uncertainty-related context. For instance, Pekel et al. [36] generated
a global surface water dataset based on the Landsat data archive spanning over more
than 32 years. Hereby, temporal information was involved in the classification procedure,
the generation of thematic maps and the identification of temporal water types and their
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transitions. Similarly, Mueller et al. [37] used the frequency of detected water to determine
temporal water types. Pickens et al. [38] utilized temporal information from Landsat
time series for quantifying the extent and change dynamics of global inland surface water.
Additionally, they used standard errors based on reference samples to comprehensively
quantify the associated uncertainties of areal estimates.

Many widely used Earth observation variables (e.g., normalized difference vegetation
index (NDVI), leaf area index (LAI), soil moisture, burned area, snow cover) exhibit distinct
spatiotemporal characteristics. Layer development in this study is focused on the specific
target variable of surface water. To optimize method application and layer performance for
different target variables, relevant spatiotemporal characteristics (e.g., length of temporal
windows or spatial connection) have to be considered. For non-binary variables (e.g.,
NDVI, LAI), normalization to values ranging from 0 to 1 is required for a straightforward
implementation of the proposed probability-based methodology.

4.4. Limitations

Limitations of temporal uncertainty estimation are given by the temporal resolution.
For example, compared to MODIS (daily revisit times of two sensors), Landsat sensor
imagery exhibits a significantly lower temporal resolution (~16-day revisit period cou-
pled with cloud contamination). Consequently, derived temporal uncertainty has to be
interpreted in a different context, as important dynamics might be missed [39,40]. If infor-
mation is generated with a detail level that is not sustained by data availability, uncertainty
increases due to sampling errors.

Layer performance mainly depends on two factors: data variability and reliability. In
case of high variability but low reliability, the quality of probabilistic estimates decreases.
Moreover, in case of low reliability, the accurate determination of variability is limited. This
can lead to an incorrect assessment of study regions if limitations given by the data are not
considered.

5. Conclusions

The demand for a comprehensive understanding of planet-wide processes drives
the need for global Earth observation time series. Users of respective data products are
often unaware of inherent uncertainty, as it is not sufficiently communicated. Many time
series datasets rely on interpolation methods, making temporal interpolation uncertainty
an essential characteristic. To fully comprehend the validity and limitations of data appli-
cations, it is imperative to consider the sensitivity to uncertainties. For geospatial data, this
means locating and quantifying uncertainties spatially and temporally in order to ensure
data quality.

We demonstrated a systematic approach to accurately quantify the temporal uncertain-
ties of a global surface water time series. Seven temporal layers featuring probability and
reliability at pixel-level were derived from time series-inherent information. This enables
the straightforward provision of uncertainties alongside a product’s global and daily spa-
tiotemporal resolution. Layers are designed to characterize specific surface water behavior.
Hereby, temporal and spatial aspects were considered. Accordingly, we chose temporal
intervals to characterize long-term behavior (long-term probability), natural reoccurring
events (year-vicinity- and seasonal-probability) and sporadic behavior (month-vicinity-,
neighborhood- and closest-observation-based probability), which may occur due to ex-
treme weather events (e.g., floods, droughts), or human interaction (e.g., dams, irrigation).
Focus on distinct layers may be appropriate, depending on prior knowledge of the study
area (e.g., typical behavior of the target variable), data usage (e.g., processing capabilities)
or scientific question (e.g., interest in seasonal dynamics). Otherwise, various aspects of
temporal information contained in the time series should be considered. With an emphasis
on layer reliability, the combined temporal probability layer fulfills this requirement. As a
result, users of the GWP product are able to benefit from different types of temporal uncer-
tainty information. A detailed performance analysis was conducted for 788,832 artificial
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data gaps in four test regions. Hereby, the potentials of single layers and their combination
were outlined.

Extensive uncertainty maps were generated by processing 6574 days (2003–2020)
of global-scale data. Hereby, the ability to evaluate comprehensive spatiotemporal time
series information was demonstrated, and important characteristics of the global product
were revealed. By applying the proposed methodology, temporal uncertainty of manifold
geospatial time series products can be quantified. As a result, the validity of the results
obtained through time series datasets can be improved. This becomes especially relevant
for the development and calibration of models driven by respective data. Furthermore, time
series accompanied by uncertainty layers at pixel-level allow for a more critical view on
spatiotemporal data patterns. Consequently, a foundation for sound scientific conclusions
and rational decision making is provided.
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